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Abstract

Smale’s 17th Problem asks “Can a zero of n complex polynomial
equations in n unknowns be found approximately, on the average [for
a suitable probability measure on the space of inputs], in polynomial
time with a uniform algorithm?” We present a uniform probabilistic
algorithm for this problem and prove that its complexity is polynomial.
We thus obtain a partial positive solution to Smale 17th Problem.

1 Introduction

In the first half of the nineties, Shub and Smale introduced a seminal
conception of the foundations of numerical analysis. They focused on a
theory of numerical polynomial equation solving in the series of papers
[SS93a, SS93b, SS93c, SS94, SS96]. Other authors also treated this ap-
proach in [Ren87, BCSS98, Ded01, Ded06, Kim89, Mal94, MR02, Yak95,
CPHM01, CPM03] and references therein.

In these pages we complete part of the program initiated in the series
[SS93a] to [SS94]. As in [SS94], the input space is the space of systems of
multivariate homogeneous polynomials with dense encoding and fixed degree
list. Namely, for every positive integer l ∈ N, let Hl ⊆ C[X0, . . . ,Xn] be the
vector space of all homogeneous polynomials of degree l. For a list of degrees
(d) := (d1, . . . , dn) ∈ N

n, let H(d) be the set of all systems f := [f1, . . . , fn]
of homogeneous polynomials of respective degrees deg(fi) = di, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
In other words, H(d) :=

∏n
i=1Hdi

. We denote by d := max{di : 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
the maximum of the degrees. Note that if (d) = (1) := (1, . . . , 1), the vector
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space H(1) can be identified with the space of all n×(n+1) complex matrices.
Namely,

H(1) = Mn×(n+1)(C) = C
n×(n+1).

We denote by N + 1 the complex dimension of the vector space H(d).
Note that N +1 is the input length for dense encoding of multivariate poly-
nomials. For every system f ∈ H(d), we also denote by V (f) the projective
algebraic variety of its common zeros. Namely,

V (f) := {x ∈ IPn(C) : fi(x) = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ n},

where IPn(C) is the n-dimensional complex projective space. Note that with
this notation V (f) is always a non-empty projective algebraic variety.

The following is a preliminary version of the main outcome of this man-
uscript. For a full statement see Theorem 6 of Section 1.2.

Theorem 1 There is a bounded error probabilistic numerical analysis proce-
dure that solves most systems of multivariate homogeneous polynomial equa-
tions with running time polynomial in

n,N, d.

The probability that a randomly chosen system f ∈ H(d) is solved by this
procedure is greater than

1 − 1

N
.

This theorem is a positive, although probabilistic, answer to Problem 17 in
[Sma00]. Namely, we give a positive answer to the following question.

Problem 1 (Smale, 2000) “Can a zero of n complex polynomial equa-
tions in n unknowns be found approximately, on the average , in polynomial
time with a uniform algorithm?”

We present a uniform probabilistic algorithm for this problem and prove that
its complexity is polynomial. We thus obtain a partial positive solution to
Smale’s 17th Problem in [Sma00].

Let us now review some technical notions we’ll need to rigorously state
our underlying main algorithm.

1.1 Advances and Overcoming Prior Difficulties

This subsection is devoted to introduce the algorithm that satisfies all the
claims of Theorem 1. It is an algorithm based on homotopic deformation (cf.
[GZ79, HSS01, Mor83, Mor86, MS87b, MS87a]) as established in the series
of papers by M. Shub and S. Smale (mainly [SS93a, SS96, SS94]). In terms
of algorithmic design, it belongs to the family of “non–universal polynomial
equation solvers” as defined in [Par95, BP06a, CGH+03].
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We describe our algorithm in four levels. At each level we also introduce
the required notions and the main notations to be used in the sequel.

As usual, the first level is devoted to fix the input/output structure of the
procedure. At this level we recall the notion of projective Newton’s operator
(as in [Shu93]) and the notion of approximate zero (as in [SS93a, BCSS98].

At a second level we fix the algorithmic scheme we use: Homotopic
deformation with prescribed resource data.

After this second level we are in conditions to fix the main drawback of
this kind of algorithmic design: where to begin the homotopy in order to
achieve tractable complexity bounds (i.e. a number of steps bounded by a
polynomial in the input length). At this level we also discuss the notion of
ε-efficient initial pair with prescribed resource function.

Third level is devoted to recall the main algorithmic scheme used to
prove the main outcome in [SS94]. At this level we can also explain why the
main outcome of [SS94] does not solve Problem 17 of [Sma00]. In [SS94],
Shub & Smalke introduced an scheme which is either constructive nor proven
to be uniform.

We then arrive to a fourth level of detail and we describe our algorithm
satisfying the claims of Theorem 1.

Input/Output Structure. Our algorithm takes as input a system of
homogeneous polynomial equations f ∈ H(d) and outputs local information
close to some (mostly one) of the zeros ζ ∈ V (f). The local information we
compute is the information provided by an approximate zero z ∈ IPn(C) of
f associated with some zero ζ ∈ V (f) (in the sense of [SS93a, BCSS98]).

Projective Newton’s operator was introduced in [Shu93]. Let (f, z) ∈
H(d) × IPn(C) be a pair. Let z⊥ := {w ∈ C

n+1 : 〈w, z〉 = 0} be the tangent
space of IPn(C) at z. If the restriction of the tangent mapping of f at z,
Tzf := dzf |z⊥ , is nonsingular, we define the Newton iteration of f at z as:

Nf (z) := z − (Tzf)−1f(z) ∈ IPn(C).

According to [SS93a], an approximate zero z ∈ IPn(C) of a system
f ∈ H(d) with associated zero ζ ∈ V (f) ⊆ IPn(C) is a projective point

such that the sequence of iterates (Nk
f (z))k∈N is well-defined and converges

to the actual zero ζ ∈ V (f) at a speed which is doubly exponential in the
number of iterations. In this sense, an approximate zero is an ideal output
for a polynomial system solving algorithm: Approximate zeroes occupy few
bits on average (cf. [CPM03]), yet they are close enough to true zeroes for
Newton’s operator to converge quickly and efficiently yield any desired level
of accuracy.

The algorithms we consider will have the following input/output struc-
ture:
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Input: A system of homogeneous polynomial equations f ∈ H(d).

Output: An approximate zero z ∈ IPn(C) of f associated with some zero
ζ ∈ V (f).

Such algorithms are built with the possibility of measure zero “bad” set
of inputs (usually called ill-conditioned, singular, or degenerate) on which
the algorithm fails. Via certain modifications (such as modifying the defini-
tion of approximate zero, restricting the inputs to integer coefficients, or con-
sidering the nearest problem with given singularity structure), it is possible
to solve polynomial systems in complete generality. We will not pursue these
more technical extensions, but let us least point out to the reader that these
issues are highly non-trivial already for numerical linear algebra and the set-
ting of one polynomial in one variable (see e.g. [Zen05, LE99, ME98]). Ex-
tensions of α-theory and deflation methods for degenerate roots are studied
in [Lec01, Lec02, Yak00, Par95, GHMP95, GHMP97, GHH+97, GHM+98,
LVZ, GLSY05b, GLSY05a, DS01, BP06b] .

Let Σ ⊆ H(d) be the set of systems f such that V (f) contains a singular
zero. We call Σ the discriminant variety. These pages are mainly concerned
with procedures that solve systems without singular zeros (i.e., systems f ∈
H(d) \ Σ).

Algorithmic Scheme. Our main algorithmic scheme is Homotopic De-
formation in the projective space (as described in [SS96, SS94]): Given
f, g ∈ H(d) \ Σ, we consider the “segment” of systems “between” f and g,

Γ := {ft := (1 − t)g + tf, t ∈ [0, 1]}.

If Γ ∩ Σ = ∅, there are non-intersecting and smooth curves of equations-
solutions associated with this segment:

Ci(Γ) := {(ft, ζt) : ζt ∈ V (ft), t ∈ [0, 1]}, 1 ≤ i ≤ D :=

n∏

i=1

di.

Then, Newton’s operator may be used to follow closely one of these curves
Ci(Γ) in the product space H(d) × IPn(C). This procedure computes some
approximate zero z1 associated with some zero of f (i.e., t = 1) starting at
some approximate zero z0 associated with g (i.e., from t = 0). The following
definition formalizes this strategy.

Definition 2 A Homotopic Deformation scheme (HD for short) with initial
data (g, z0) ∈ H(d) × IPn(C) and resource function ϕ : H(d) × R

+ −→ R
+ is

an algorithmic scheme based on the following strategy:

Input: f ∈ H(d), ε ∈ R
+.
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Perform ϕ(f, ε) “homotopy steps” following the segment (1 − t)g + tf , t ∈
[0, 1], starting at (g, z0), where z0 is an approximate zero of g associated with
some zero ζ0 ∈ V (g).

Output:

either failure, or
an approximate zero z1 ∈ IPn(C) of f .

An algorithm following the HD scheme is an algorithm that constructs a
polygonal line P with ϕ(f, ε) vertices. The initial vertex of P is the point
(g, z0) and its final vertex is the point (f, z1) for some z1 ∈ IPn(C). The out-
put of the algorithm is the value z1 ∈ IPn(C). The polygonal is constructed
by “homotopy steps” (path following methods) that go from one vertex to
the next. Hence, ϕ(f, ε) is the number of homotopy steps performed by the
algorithm. Different subroutines have been designed to perform each one of
these “homotopy steps”. One of them is projective Newton’s operator as
described in [Shu93, SS93a, Mal94].

The positive real number ε is currently used both to control the number
of steps (through the function ϕ(f, ε)) and the probability of failure (i.e.,
the probability that a given input f ∈ H(d) is not solved in ϕ(f, ε) steps
with initial pair (g, z0)).

Efficient Initial Pairs. We desire initial pairs with optimal tradeoff be-
tween number of steps and probability of failure. We clarify this as follows.

Definition 3 Let p ∈ R[T1, T2, T3, T4] be some fixed polynomial. Let ε > 0
be a positive real number. We say that an initial pair (g, z0) ∈ H(d)× IPn(C)
is ε-efficient for HD if the HD scheme with initial pair (g, e0) and resource
function

ϕ(f, ε) := p(n,N, d, ε−1), ∀f ∈ H(d), ε > 0,

satisfies the following property:

“ For a randomly chosen system f ∈ H(d), the probability that HD outputs
an approximate zero of f is at least 1 − ε”.

In order to simplify notations, from now on we consider the polynomial p
fixed as follows:

p(n,N, d, ε−1) := 18 · 104n5N2d3ε−2,

for every n,N, d ∈ N \ {0}, and for every ε ∈ R, ε > 0.
The main outcome in [SS94] is that for every positive real number ε > 0,

there is at least one ε-efficient initial pair (gε, ζε) ∈ H(d) × IPn(C). This
statement was a major breakthrough for the efficient numerical resolution
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of polynomial systems, and its impact is only slowly beginning to be under-
stood. These ε-efficient pairs are used as follows.

Input: f ∈ H(d), ε ∈ R
+.

• Compute (gε, ζε) (the ε-efficient initial pair whose existence is guaran-
teed by [SS94]).

• Perform p(n,N, d, ε−1) homotopy steps following the segment (1−t)g+
tf , t ∈ [0, 1], starting at (gε, ζε).

Output:

either failure, or
an approximate zero z ∈ IPn(C) of f .

Note that this procedure may output failure instead of giving an ap-
proximate zero of f . However, the probability that the procedure does the
former is bounded above by ε, and we can at least control ε.

However, the procedure has three main drawbacks. First of all, the
authors of [SS94] prove the existence of some ε-efficient initial pair, but
they give no hint about how to compute such a pair (gε, ζε). Note that
if there is no method to compute (gε, ζε), then the previous scheme is not
properly an algorithm (you cannot “write” (gε, ζε) and thus you cannot start
computing). Shub and Smale used the term “quasi-algorithm” to explain the
result they obtained, whereas Problem 17th in [Sma00] asks for a “uniform
algorithm”. In a broad sense, the last scheme is close to an “oracle machine”
where the initial pair (gε, ζε) is given by some undefinable oracle. Moreover,
the lack of hints on ε-efficient initial pairs leads both to Shub & Smale’s
Conjecture (as in [SS94]) and to Smale’s 17th Problem.

A second drawback is the dependence of (gε, ζε) on the value ε.
Thirdly, the reader should observe that the initial pair (gε, ζε) must

be solved before we can perform any computation. Namely, ζε must be an
approximate zero of gε. In fact, Shub & Smale in [SS94] proved the existence
of such (gε, ζε) assuming that ζε is a true zero of gε (i.e., ζε ∈ V (gε)).
However, using [SS93a, Main Thm.] you can relax this condition to assume
that ζε is an approximate zero associated with some zero of gε. This means
that you need to make some precomputation by solving gε provided that
you know it.

Thus, any algorithm based on this version of HD requires some “a priori”
tasks not all of them simple:
First, you have to detect some system of equations gε such that some of
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its zeros ζε yields an ε-efficient initial pair (gε, ζε). Secondly, you need to
“solve” the system gε in order to compute some approximate zero associated
with the exact solution ζε.

As computing either an exact or an approximate zero of some unknown
gε does not seem a good choice, we should proceed in the opposite manner:
Start at some complex point ζε ∈ IPn(C), given a priori. Then, prove that
there is a system gε vanishing at ζε such that (gε, ζε) is an ε-efficient initial
pair. The existence of such a kind of system gε for any given ζε ∈ IPn(C)
easily follows from the arguments in [SS94]. But, once again, no hint on
how to find gε from ζε seems to be known.

Questor Sets. In these pages we exhibit a solution to these drawbacks.
We choose a probabilistic approach and, hence, we can give an efficient
uniform (i.e. true) algorithm that solves most systems of multivariate poly-
nomial equations. This is achieved using the following notion.

Definition 4 A set G ⊆ H(d) × IPn(C) is called a correct test set (also
questor set) for efficient initial pairs if for every ε > 0 the probability that a
randomly chosen pair (g, ζ) ∈ G is ε-efficient is greater than

1 − ε.

Note the analogy between these families of efficient initial systems and
the “correct test sequences” (also “questor sets”) for polynomial zero tests
(as in [HS82, KP96] or [CGH+03]). A similar idea to that used here (i.e.
constructing a questor set for deciding where to start an iterative algorithm)
has been recently developed in [HSS01]. We prove the following result.

Theorem 5 For every degree list (d) = (d1, . . . , dn) there is a questor set
G(d) for efficient initial pairs that solves most of the systems in H(d) in time
which depends polynomially on the input length N of the dense encoding of
multivariate polynomials.

The existence of a questor set for initial pairs G(d) ⊆ H(d)×IPn(C) yields
another variation (of a probabilistic nature) on the algorithms based on HD
schemes. First of all, note that the set G(d) does not depend on the positive
real number ε > 0 under consideration. Thus, we can define the following
HD scheme based on some fixed questor set G(d).

Input: f ∈ H(d), ε ∈ R
+.

• Guess at random (g, ζ) ∈ G(d).
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• Perform a polynomial (in ε−1, n,N, d) number of homotopy steps fol-
lowing the segment (1 − t)g + tf , t ∈ [0, 1], starting at (g, ζ).

Output:

either failure, or
an approximate zero z ∈ IPn(C) of f .

Observe that the questor set G(d) is independent of the value ε under
consideration. However, the existence of such a questor set does not imply
the existence of a uniform algorithm. In fact, a simple existential statement
as Theorem 5 will not be better than the main outcome in [SS94]: We need
to extract suitable elements of G(d) explicitly. Hence, we exhibit an algorith-
mically tractable subset G(d) which is proven to be a questor set for efficient
initial pairs. It leads to a “uniform algorithm”, although probabilistic. This
rather technical set can be defined as follows.

1.2 An answer to Smale’s 17th Problem.

Let ∆ be the diagonal matrix used in [Kos93, SS93b], (see [BCSS98, pg.
236] for further bibliographical references). With this matrix, Shub & Smale
defined a Hermitian product 〈·, ·〉∆ on H(d) which is invariant under certain
natural action of the unitary group Un+1 on H(d) (see also Section 2 for
details). We denote by || · ||∆ the norm on H(d) defined by 〈·, ·〉∆. This
Hermitian product 〈·, ·〉∆ also defines a complex Riemannian structure on
the complex projective space IP(H(d)). This complex Riemannian structure
on IP(H(d)) induces a volume form dν∆ on IP(H(d)) and hence a measure on
this manifold. The measure on IP(H(d)) also induces a probability on this
complex Riemannian manifold (see Section 2). Moreover, for every subset
A ⊆ IP(H(d)) the probability ν∆[A] induced by dν∆ agrees with the Gaussian

measure of the cone Ã over A in H(d) (i.e., Ã modulo scaling yields A). In
the sequel, volumes and probabilities in H(d) and IP(H(d)) always refers to
these probabilities and measures defined by 〈·, ·〉∆.

Let us now fix a point e0 := (1 : 0 : · · · : 0) ∈ IPn(C). Let

Le0 := {f = [f1, . . . , fn] ∈ H(d) : fi = Xdi−1
0

n∑

j=1

aijXj , aij ∈ C}.

Let Ṽe0 ⊆ H(d) be the complex vector space of all homogeneous systems in
H(d) that vanish at e0. Namely,

Ṽe0 := {f ∈ H(d) : e0 ∈ V (f)}.

Note that Le0 is a subspace of Ṽe0.
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Next, let L⊥
e0 be the orthogonal complement of Le0 in Ṽe0 with respect

to the Hermitian product 〈·, ·〉∆ (see Section 2 for details). Note that L⊥
e0 is

the family of all homogeneous systems f ∈ H(d) that vanish at e0 and such
that its derivative de0f also vanishes at e0.

Let Y be the following convex subset set of the affine space R × C
N+1:

Y := [0, 1] ×B1(L⊥
e0) ×B1(H(1)) ⊆ R × C

N+1,

where B1(L⊥
e0) is the closed ball of radius one in L⊥

e0 with respect to the
canonical Hermitian metric and B1(H(1)) is the closed ball of radius one
in the space of n × (n + 1) complex matrices with respect to the standard
Frobenius norm. We assume Y is endowed with the product space proba-
bility.

Let

τ :=

√
n2 + n

N
,

and let us fix any mapping φ : H(1) −→ Un+1 such that for every matrix
M ∈ H(1) of maximal rank, φ associates a unitary matrix φ(M) ∈ Un+1

satisfying Mφ(M)e0 = 0. In other words, φ(M) transforms e0 into a vector
in the kernel of M . Our statements below are independent of the chosen
mapping φ that satisfies this property.

Let us define a mapping Θ : H(1) −→ Le0 as follows. For M ∈ H(1), let
(aij : 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n) be the entries of Mφ(M). Namely,

Mφ(M) =




0 a11 · · · a1n
...

...
. . .

...
0 an1 · · · ann




Then, we define Θ(M) = [f1, . . . , fn], where

fi = d
1/2
i Xdi−1

0

n∑

j=1

aijXj .

Define a mapping G(d) : Y −→ Ṽe0 as follows. For every (t, h,M) ∈ Y ,

let G(d)(t, h,M) ∈ Ṽe0 be the system of homogeneous polynomial equations
given by the identity:

G(d)(t, h,M) :=
(
1 − τ2t

1
n2+n

)1/2 ∆−1h

||h||2
+ τt

1
2n2+2n Θ

(
M

||M ||F

)
∈ Ṽe0,

where ‖ · ‖F is Frobenius norm. Finally, let G(d) be the set defined by the
identity:

G(d) := Im(G(d)) × {e0} ⊆ H(d) × IPn(C). (1)

Note that G(d) is included in the product Ṽe0 × IPn(C) since all the systems
f in Im(G(d) share a common zero e0 (i.e. f(e0) = 0). Hence initial pairs
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in (g, z) ∈ G(d) always use the same exact zero z = e0. In particular, they
are all solved by construction.

We assume that the set G(d) is endowed with the pull-back probabil-
ity distribution obtained from Y via G(d). Namely, in order to choose a
random point in G(d), we choose a random point y ∈ Y , and we compute
(G(d)(y), e0) ∈ G(d). We present our main result.

Theorem 6 (Main Result) With the above notation, the set G(d) defined
by identity (1) is a questor set for efficient initial pairs in H(d).

More precisely, for every positive real number ε > 0, the probability that
a randomly chosen data (g, e0) ∈ G(d) is ε-efficient is greater than

1 − ε.

In particular, for these ε-efficient pairs (g, e0) ∈ G(d), the probability that
a randomly chosen input f ∈ H(d) is solved by HD with initial data (g, e0)
performing O(n5N2d3ε−2) homotopy steps is at least

1 − ε.

As usual, the existence of questor sets immediately yields a uniform
probabilistic algorithm. This is Theorem 1 above, which is an immediate
consequence of Theorem 6. The following corollary shows how this statement
applies.

Corollary 7 There is a bounded error probability algorithm that solves most
homogeneous systems of cubic equations (namely inputs are in H(3)) in time
of order

O(n18ε−2),

with probability greater than 1 − ε.
Taking ε = 1

n2 for instance, this probabilistic algorithm solves a cubic
homogeneous system in running time at most O(n22) with probability greater
than 1 − 1

n2 .

However, randomly choosing a pair (g, e0) ∈ G(d) is not exactly what
a computer can perform. Under Church’s Thesis, computing is discrete.
Thus, we need a discrete set of ε-efficient initial systems. This is achieved
by the following argument (that follows similar arguments in [CPM03]).

Observe that Y ⊆ R × C
N+1 may be seen to be a real semi-algebraic

set under the identification R × C
N+1 ≡ R

2N+3. Let H ≥ 0 be a positive
integer number. Let Z

2N+3 ⊆ R
2N+3 be the lattice consisting of the integer

points in R
2N+3. Let Y H be the set of points defined as follows:

Y H := Y ∩ 1

H
Z

2N+3,
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where 1
HZ

2N+3 is the lattice given by the equality:

1

H
Z

2N+3 := { z
H

: z ∈ Z
2N+3}.

For any positive real number H > 0, we denote by GH(d) ⊆ G(d) the finite
set of points given by the equality:

GH(d) := {(G(d)(y), e0) : y ∈ Y H}.

Then, the following statement also holds.

Theorem 8 There exists a universal constant C > 0 such that for every
two positive real numbers ε > 0,H > 0 satisfying

log2H ≥ Cn2N3 log2 d+ 2 log2 ε
−1,

the following properties hold.

• The probability (uniform distribution) that a randomly chosen data
(g, e0) ∈ GH(d) is ε-efficient is greater than

1 − 2ε.

• In particular, for these ε-efficient initial pairs (g, e0) ∈ GH(d), the prob-
ability that a randomly chosen input f ∈ H(d) is solved by HD with
initial data (g, e0) performing O(n5N2d3ε−2) steps is at least

1 − ε.

The lattice estimates in Theorem 8 immediately imply that our probabilistic
polynomial algorithm can be implemented on any standard digital computer.

Theorem 6 and its consequences thus represent a small step forward in
the theory introduced by Shub and Smale. It simply shows the existence of
a uniform, although probabilistic, algorithm that computes approximations
of some of the zeros of solution varieties for most homogeneous systems
of polynomial equations in time which depends polynomially on the input
length. 5

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we detail the nota-
tion we will use, and we continue a series of results appearing in [Shu93,
SS93a, SS93b, SS93c, SS94, SS96] that we use to prove our main theorems.
We include a brief introduction to the projective Newton operator and the
Homotopy Method in Section 3, although we encourage the reader to see
this in its original context in [Shu93, SS93a, SS94] or [BCSS98]. Section 5
is devoted to proving Theorem 6 (and hence Theorem 1). Finally, Section 6
contains the proof of Theorem 8.

5In the terminology of [Par95, CGH+03, BP06a] this simply means that there is a non
universal polynomial equation solver running in probabilistic polynomial time.
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2 Basic Notation

2.1 Metrics

For every Hermitian vector space (F, 〈·, ·〉) of complex dimension m and for
every nonsingular matrix A ∈ GL(m,C), we denote by 〈·, ·〉A : F ×F −→ C

the Hermitian product given by the following identity:

〈x, y〉A := 〈Ax,Ay〉,

for all x, y ∈ F . Let us denote by || · || and || · ||A the norms on F respectively
defined by the Hermitian products 〈·, ·〉 and 〈·, ·〉A.

For every positive real number t ∈ R+, we shall use the notations
St(F ), Bt(F ), StA(F ), Bt

A(F ) to denote respectively the spheres and closed
balls in F of radius t centered at the origin with respect to the corresponding
Hermitian products. For every subspace L ⊆ F , we shall denote by L⊥ the
orthogonal complement of L in F with respect to some specified Hermitian
metric.

As in the Introduction, for every positive integer number l ∈ N, let
Hl ⊆ C[X0, . . . ,Xn] be the vector space of all homogenous polynomials
of degree l with complex coefficients. The monomial basis of Hl can be
identified with the set of multi-indices

N
n+1
l := {µ = (µ0, µ1, . . . , µn) ∈ N

n+1 : |µ| := µ0 + · · · + µn = l}.

As in standard elimination theory we can choose a monomial order ≤l in
N
n+1
l (see [CLO97, BW93, GPW03] and references therein for an introduc-

tion to monomial orders, Gröbner bases and Computational Commutative
Algebra). Any monomial order in N

n+1
l allows us to see the elements of Hl

as vectors given by their coordinates (with respect to this monomial order).
This is called in standard literature “dense encoding of polynomials”. Let
Nl be the complex dimension of Hl. For every µ ∈ N

n+1
l , we define the

multinomial coefficient (
l

µ

)
:=

l!

µ0! · · · µn!
.

We define the matrix ∆l ∈ MNl
(C) associated with Hl as the diagonal

matrix whose µ-th entry (with respect to the monomial order ≤l) at the

diagonal is
( l
µ

)−1/2
. Namely, ∆l is the diagonal matrix given by the following

identity:

∆l := ⊕µ∈N
n+1
l

((
l

µ

)−1/2
)
.

Let 〈·, ·〉l : Hl ×Hl −→ C be the canonical Hermitian product on Hl.

12



Let (d) := (d1, . . . , dn) ∈ N
n be a list of positive degrees. We also have

the canonical Hermitian product on H(d) given by the following identity:

〈f, g〉 :=

n∑

i=1

〈fi, gi〉di
∈ C,

where f := [f1, . . . , fn], g := [g1, . . . , gn] ∈ H(d). We finally denote by 〈·, ·〉∆
the Hermitian product over H(d) defined by the respective matrices ∆di

and
given by the following identity:

〈f, g〉∆ :=

n∑

i=1

〈∆di
fi,∆di

gi〉di
=

n∑

i=1

〈fi, gi〉∆di
,

where f := [f1, . . . , fn], g := [g1, . . . , gn] ∈ H(d). We denote by ∆ the follow-
ing matrix,

∆ :=
n
⊕
i=1

∆di
∈ MN+1(C).

In order to simplify the notation, we will denote respectively by S and S∆ the
spheres S1(H(d)) and S1

∆(H(d)). The volume element in S will be denoted
by dν.

2.2 Incidence Varieties.

We follow the notation used in the introduction. For every system f ∈ H(d),
we also denote by f the mapping between complex affine spaces f : C

n+1 −→
C
n.

Let e0 := (1 : 0 : . . . : 0) ∈ IPn(C) be a point that we may fix as
a “north pole”. Let f ∈ H(d) be a system of homogeneous polynomial
equations, and let ζ ∈ V (f) be any solution. We denote by Tζf the matrix
(in some orthonormal basis) of the restriction of the tangent mapping dζf to
the tangent subspace TζIPn(C) = ζ⊥ ⊆ C

n+1 of all elements of C
n+1 which

are orthogonal to the complex line ζ ∈ IPn(C). In the case that ζ = e0 we
may identify Te0f and its matrix in the natural basis {e1, . . . , en}. Namely,

Te0f ≡




∂f1
∂x1

. . . ∂f1
∂xn

...
...

∂fn

∂x1
. . . ∂fn

∂xn


 ∈ Mn(C).

For every ζ ∈ IPn(C), we shall denote by Ṽζ ⊆ H(d) the vector subspace
given as the set of systems of homogeneous equations satisfied by ζ. That
is,

Ṽζ := {f ∈ H(d) : f(ζ) = 0 ∈ C
n}.

Note that Ṽζ is a complex vector subspace of H(d) of complex codimension
n.

13



We define the incidence variety V ⊆ S∆ × IPn(C) given by the following
identity:

V := {(f, ζ) ∈ S∆ × IPn(C) : ζ ∈ V (f)}.
We also consider the two following canonical projections:

p1 : V −→ S∆, p1(f, ζ) := f,∀(f, ζ) ∈ V,

and
p2 : V −→ IPn(C), p2(f, ζ) := ζ,∀(f, ζ) ∈ V.

We may obviously identify p−1
1 (f) ≡ V (f) and p−1

2 (ζ) ≡ Ṽζ ∩ S∆ = S1
∆(Ṽζ).

From now on, we shall denote Vζ := p−1
2 (ζ).

The following statement summarizes the basic properties of V , and its
proof may be found in [BCSS98].

Proposition 9 The incidence variety V is a connected submanifold of the
product manifold S∆ × IPn(C) of real codimension 2n. Moreover, the fibers
Vζ are submanifolds of V of real codimension 2n in V .

We shall denote by Σ′ ⊆ V the critical locus of p1, i.e. Σ′ := {(f, ζ) ∈
V : Tζf 6∈ GL(n,C)} (cf. [BCSS98] for details). We also denote by
Σ := p1(Σ

′) the critical values of p1 (also called the discriminant variety).
As observed in [SS94], the following proposition follows from the implicit
function theorem.

Proposition 10 (Shub & Smale) Let g ∈ S∆ be a point, and let L∆ ⊆
S∆ be a (real) great circle in S∆ such that g ∈ L∆. Assume that L∆ ∩ Σ =
∅. Then, p1 : p−1

1 (L∆) −→ L∆ is a D-fold covering map, and p−1
1 (L∆) \

p−1
1 ({−g}) consists of D open arcs in V . Let ζ ∈ V (g) be a solution of g.

We denote by ARCg,ζ the (unique) open arc of p−1
1 (L∆) \ p−1

1 ({−g}) that
contains the point (g, ζ).

Note that the vector space Le0 defined at the Introduction is precisely
the set of ℓ ∈ Ṽe0 that satisfy Te0ℓ ≡ ℓ |e⊥0 (as linear operators). Then, L⊥

e0

is the subspace of those f ∈ Ṽe0 such that Te0f ≡ 0. Namely, it is the family
of all homogeneous systems of polynomial equations of order at least 2 at
e0.

Let us denote by ∆(d)−1/2 ∈ Mn(C) the diagonal complex matrix given
by

∆(d)−1/2 :=



d
−1/2
1 · · · 0
...

. . .
...

0 · · · d
−1/2
n


 .

We finally define the mapping

ψe0 : Le0 −→ Mn(C)
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ψe0(ℓ) := ∆(d)−1/2Te0ℓ,

As in [BCSS98, page 235], the following simple fact holds.

Proposition 11 The mapping ψe0 defines an isometry between Le0 with
the Hermitian product induced by the Hermitian product 〈·, ·〉∆ on H(d) and
Mn(C) with its canonical (Frobenius) Hermitian product.

Obviously, ψe0 also defines an isometry between the spheres St∆(Le0)
and St(Mn(C)), identifying their respective Riemannian structures.

2.3 Some unitary actions.

Let Un+1 ⊆ Mn+1(C) be the group of unitary matrices. Every U ∈ Un+1

defines an isometry on the complex projective space: U : IPn(C) −→ IPn(C).
The group Un+1 also defines an action on H(d) for every U ∈ Un+1 as follows,

f −→ f ◦ U−1.

The following statement was proved in [BCSS98].

Proposition 12 With the notation above, the Hermitian product 〈·, ·〉∆ is
invariant under the action of Un+1 over H(d). Namely, for all f, g ∈ H(d)

and for all U ∈ Un+1, the following equality holds:

〈f, g〉∆ = 〈f ◦ U−1, g ◦ U−1〉∆.

The manifold V is also invariant under the action of Un+1 on the product
S∆ × IPn(C). Moreover, every U ∈ Un+1 defines isometries between the
fibers of p2. In fact, given ζ, ζ ′ ∈ IPn(C) two projective points, and given
U ∈ Un+1, such that Uζ = ζ ′, then the mapping

U−1 : Ṽζ −→ Ṽζ′

f 7−→ f ◦ U−1

is an isometry. Obviously, the restriction

U−1 : Vζ = S1
∆(Ṽζ) −→ Vζ′ = S1

∆(Ṽζ′)

is also an isometry between spheres. Moreover, the following mapping is
also an isometry for any U ∈ Un+1:

U : V −→ V

(f, y) 7→ (f ◦ U−1, Uy).

Observe that the following diagrams commute:

V
U−→ V

p1 ↓ ↓ p1

S∆
U−1

−→ S∆

V
U−→ V

p2 ↓ ↓ p2

IPn(C)
U−→ IPn(C)
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Let f ∈ Ve0 be any system. We consider the following number:

DET (f, e0) := det(Te0f(Te0f)∗),

where the symbol ∗ denotes Hermitian transpose.
The following statement is consequence of the results in [BCSS98].

Proposition 13 With the notation above, let (f, ζ) ∈ V be a regular point
of p1. Then, the following equality holds:

NJ(f,ζ)p1

NJ(f,ζ)p2
=
NJ(f◦U,e0)p1

NJ(f◦U,e0)p2
= DET (f ◦ U, e0),

where U ∈ Un+1 is any matrix such that Ue0 = ζ and NJ(f,ζ)p1 and
NJ(f,ζ)p2 are respectively the normal jacobians at (f, ζ) ∈ V of p1 and p2

(as defined for example in [BCSS98, 13.2]).

Proof.– In [BCSS98] this result is proven when considering the projective
space IP(H(d)) instead of S∆. Now, we can check that this change does not
affect the calculus. The first equality is proved the same way as in [BCSS98].
As for the second one, observe that for any element (f, e0) ∈ V , the tangent
spaces TfS∆ and Tf IP(H(d)) differ only in the vector

√
−1f ∈ TfS∆. Observe

that the vector (
√
−1f, 0) ∈ T(f,e0)V satisfies:

•
√
−1f = d(f,e0)p1(

√
−1f, 0) is orthonormal to g = d(f,e0)p1(g, x) for

every (g, x) ∈ T(f,e0)V such that 〈(g, x), (
√
−1f, 0)〉T(f,e0)V = 0.

• (
√
−1f, 0) ∈ Ker(d(f,e0)p2).

Thus, the volume of the images under d(f,e0)p1 or d(f,e0)p2 of a unit cube
contained in the orthogonal complement of the respective kernel does not
vary, and both normal jacobians NJ(f,ζ)p1 and NJ(f,ζ)p2 remain the same
when considering S∆ or IP(H(d)).

2.4 Normalized Condition Numbers.

For every (f, ζ) ∈ V we shall denote by µnorm(f, ζ) the normalized condition
number introduced in [SS93a] (cf. also [SS93b] or [BCSS98]). Namely,

µnorm(f, ζ) := ‖(Tζf)−1∆(d)1/2‖2,

where the representatives ζ and f are chosen such a way that ‖ζ‖2 = ‖f‖∆ =
1.

Condition numbers in Linear Algebra were introduced by A. Turing in
[Tur48]. They were also studied by J. von Neumann and collaborators (cf.
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[NG47]) and by J.H. Wilkinson (cf. also [Wil65]). Variations of these con-
dition numbers may be found in the literature of Numerical Linear Algebra
(cf. [Dem88], [GVL96], [Hig02], [TB97] and references therein).

The Condition Number κD of Linear Algebra is defined as follows: For
any square matrix A ∈ Mk(C), κD(A) := ‖A‖F ‖A−1‖2 . The following
statement immediately follows from the definition of µnorm.

Proposition 14 With the notation above, the following equality holds for
every (f, ζ) ∈ V :

µnorm(f, ζ) =
κD(∆(d)−1/2Tζf)

||∆(d)−1/2Tζf ||F
,

where the representatives ζ and f are chosen such a way that ‖ζ‖2 = ‖f‖∆ =
1.

Moreover, the normalized condition number µnorm is invariant under
the action of the unitary group Un+1. Namely, given (f, ζ) ∈ V and given
U ∈ Un+1, the following equality holds:

µnorm(f, ζ) = µnorm(f ◦ U−1, Uζ).

For every positive real number ε > 0, we also introduce the “tube”
Σ′
ε ⊆ V given by the following identity:

Σ′
ε := {(f, ζ) ∈ V : µnorm(f, ζ) > ε−1}.

Note that Σ′
ε is invariant under the action of Un+1. We recall the no-

tations of Section 2.2. Let g ∈ S∆ be a point. For every great circle L∆

containing g, L∆ ∩ Σ = ∅, and for every positive number ε > 0, we denote
by τ gε (L∆) the number of arcs of p−1

1 (L∆) \ p−1
1 ({−g}) that intersect the set

Σ′
ε. In other words,

τ gε (L∆) := ♯{ζ ∈ V (g) : ARCg,ζ ∩ Σ′
ε 6= ∅}.

This definition makes sense because of Proposition 10. Then, for every
positive real number ε > 0, and for every great circle L∆ ⊆ S∆ such that
L∆ ∩ Σ = ∅, we define

τε(L∆) := sup
g∈L

τ gε (L∆).

2.5 A volume estimate for great circles.

Let S × S and S∆ × S∆ be these Riemannian manifolds, with the product
Riemannian structure. For respective measurable subsets A1 ⊆ S× S, A2 ⊆
S∆ × S∆, we denote their respective volumes as ν[A1], ν∆[A2].
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Let ∆−1 ∈ MN+1(C) be the inverse of the nonsingular matrix ∆. Ob-
serve that both

∆−1 : S −→ S∆.

and
∆−1 × ∆−1 : S × S −→ S∆ × S∆.

are isometries. Let L be the Riemannian manifold of great circles (real
spherical lines) in S, endowed with the natural orthogonal-invariant Rie-
mannian structure. We denote by dL the volume form associated with this
Riemannian structure. For every measurable subset A ⊆ L, let νL[A] be the
volume of A with respect to dL. We may assume that this volume form has
been normalized such a way that νL[L] = 1. We recall some basic properties
of the Riemannian structures we have introduced. Let O2N+2 be the group
of orthogonal square matrices of size 2N + 2, which acts isometrically over
C
N+1 ≡ R

2N+2. Namely, for every measurable set A ⊆ S, the following
holds:

ν[A] = ν[OA], ∀O ∈ O2N+2.

The following mapping is an isometry for every orthogonal matrix O ∈
O2N+2:

O : L −→ L
L 7→ OL := {Of ∈ S : f ∈ L}.

For every element L ∈ L, we may consider the great circle L∆ ⊆ S∆ defined
as L∆ := ∆−1L = {∆−1f : f ∈ L}. In Subsection 2.4, for every positive
number ε > 0 and every great circle L∆ ⊆ S∆ not intersecting Σ, we have
defined the quantity τε(L∆). Thus, for every element L ∈ L such that
L∆ ∩ Σ = ∅ we can consider the number τ(ε, L) defined as follows.

τ(ε, L) := τε(L∆),

For every element f ∈ S∆ \Σ, we may consider the positive integer number
♯(ε, f) ∈ N defined as follows:

♯(ε, f) := ♯{ζ ∈ V (f) : µnorm(f, ζ) > ε−1}.

We also denote by L∆ the set of all the (real) great circles in S∆. We recall
a result of M. Shub and S. Smale, which can be found in [SS93b].

Theorem 15 (Shub-Smale) For every positive number ε > 0, the follow-
ing inequality holds:

1

ν∆[S∆]

∫

f∈S∆

♯(ε, f) dS∆ ≤ n3(n+ 1)N2Dε4,

where D :=
∏n
i=1 di is the Bézout number.
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The following result is also due to Shub and Smale, as it can be obtained as
an immediate consequence of the corollary of Theorem 1 in [SS96].

Lemma 16 (Shub-Smale) For every positive real number ε > 0 and for
every L ∈ L, the following inequality holds:

τ(ε, L) ≤
(
cε2

d3/2

)−1 ∫

f∈L∆

♯(2ε, f) dL∆,

where c ≥ 0.09 is a universal constant.

Proof.– From the definition, τ(ε, L) = τε(L∆) = supg∈L∆
τ
g
ε (L∆). Now,

from [SS94, Proof of Cor. 3.5] the quantity τ
g
ε (L∆) is bounded for every

g ∈ L by (
cε2

d3/2

)−1 ∫

f∈L∆

♯(2ε, f) dL∆,

and the lemma follows.

The following result is implicitly stated in [SS94]. We include a short
proof for completeness.

Proposition 17 Let ε > 0 be a positive real number. The following in-
equality holds.

∫

L∈L
τ(ε, L) dL ≤ 32π

c
d3/2n3(n+ 1)N2Dε2,

where c > 0 is the universal constant of Lemma 16.

Proof.– From Lemma 16,

∫

L∈L
τ(ε, L) dL ≤

(
cε2

d3/2

)−1 ∫

L∈L

∫

f∈L∆

♯(2ε, f) dL∆ dL =

=

(
cε2

d3/2

)−1 ∫

L∈L

∫

f∈L
♯(2ε,∆−1f) dL dL.

The following Santalo-type equality follows from Shub & Smale’s arguments
in [SS96, Prop. 4b] (cf. [How93, San76] for other similar Integral Geometry
formulae):

∫

L∈L

∫

f∈L
♯(2ε,∆−1f) dL dL = 2π

∫
f∈S

♯(2ε,∆−1f) dS

ν[S]
.

As ∆−1 is an isometry from S to S∆,

1

ν[S]

∫

f∈S

♯(2ε,∆−1f) dS =
1

ν[S∆]

∫

f∈S∆

♯(2ε, f) dS∆,
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and Theorem 15 yields:

1

ν[S∆]

∫

f∈S∆

♯(2ε, f) dS∆ ≤ 16n3(n+ 1)N2Dε4.

Thus, ∫

L∈L
τ(ε, L) dL ≤

(
cε2

d3/2

)−1

32πn3(n+ 1)N2Dε4,

and the proposition follows.

3 The Homotopy Method.

There is a wide bibliography on Newton-like methods for solving systems
of polynomial equations. Some good references are [BCSS98, Ded06, DS00,
Mal94]. In [Shu93], the projective Newton operator is introduced, and the
series of papers [SS93a, SS93b, SS93c, SS94, SS96] propose a linear homotopy
method. We recall now the key ingredients of this method. Most of them
are summarized in [BCSS98].

Let dT : IPn(C) × IPn(C) −→ R be the function given by the following
equality,

dT (z1, z2) := tan(dR(z1, z2)).

Namely, dT is the tangent of the Riemannian distance. Observe that dT is
not exactly a distance function, but dT (z1, z2) is very similar to dR(z1, z2)
for small values of dR(z1, z2). Let ζ ∈ IPn(C) be a zero of f ∈ S∆.

Definition 18 We say that z ∈ IPn(C) is an approximate zero of f with
associated zero ζ if the sequence

z0 := z, zi+1 := Nf (zi) ∀i ≥ 0

is defined, and

dT (ζ, zi) ≤
(

1

2

)2i−1

dT (ζ, z),∀i ≥ 0.

The following result guarantees the convergence of the Newton sequence
under some assumptions:

Theorem 19 (Shub & Smale) Let f ∈ S∆, and let ζ ∈ IPn(C) be a zero
of f . Let γ0(f, ζ) be the number defined as follows.

γ0(f, ζ) := ‖ζ‖max
k≥1

∥∥∥∥(Tζf)−1D
kf(ζ)

k!

∥∥∥∥

1
k−1

,
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where Dkf(ζ) is the k-th derivative of f , considered as a k-linear map. Let
z ∈ IPn(C) be such that

dT (z, ζ)γ0(f, ζ) ≤
3 −

√
7

2
.

Then, z is an approximate zero of f with associated zero ζ.

3.1 The linear homotopy.

Observe that Theorem 19 does not solve the problem of finding a zero of a
given system f ∈ S∆. In fact, in general it may be hard to find an initial
point z ∈ IPn(C) satisfying the conditions of Theorem 19. The linear homo-
topy proposed by Shub and Smale solves this problem considering another
system g ∈ S∆, which has a known zero ζ0. Then, we consider the segment

Γ := {ft := (1 − t)g + tf, t ∈ [0, 1]} ⊆ H(d).

If Γ ∩ Σ = ∅, the implicit function theorem defines a path of solutions

C(Γ) := {(ft, ζt) : ζt ∈ V (ft), t ∈ [0, 1]}

Observe that ζ1 is a zero of f1 = f . Let k ≥ 1 be a positive integer,
representing the number of homotopy steps to be done. Let ti = i

k , 0 ≤ i ≤
k, and consider the following sequence of systems:

fti =

(
1 − i

k

)
g +

i

k
f, 0 ≤ i ≤ k.

Observe that ft0 = g, ftk = f . Then, we may consider the sequence of points
defined as follows:

x0 := ζ0, xi+1 := Nfti+1
(xi), 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1.

The following is the main result of [SS93a] (see also [BCSS98, pg. 271] or
[Bel06, Prop. 4.2.6]). It bounds the number of steps k that are necessary to
guarantee convergence.

Theorem 20 (Shub & Smale) With the notations and assumptions above,
let µ ∈ R be the number defined as follows:

µ := max
0≤t≤1

µnorm(ft, ζt).

Let k ∈ N be such that k ≥ 18d3/2µ2. Then, for every 0 ≤ i ≤ k, xi is an
approximate zero of fti, with associated zero ζi/k. In particular, xk is an
approximate zero of f with associated zero ζ1.
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In [SS94], a more intelligent method to construct the homotopy path
between two points is proposed. Practical implementations should follow
this scheme, instead of the “fixed step size” scheme we propose here. How-
ever, the theoretical results we prove are valid for both schemes. Observe
that, as shown in the Introduction, the key ingredient for this method is the
initial pair (g, ζ0), satisfying the condition that µ is small for a wide set of
input polynomials f .

4 A Series of Reductions.

In this section we will perform a series of geometric reductions from Shub &
Smale’s statements above. The final expression will be used in the coming
sections to prove the main theorems in the Introduction. Every subsection
contains one of these reductions.

4.1 From great circles to pairs of systems of equations.

Let D ⊆ S × S be the antipodal diagonal in this product space. Namely,

D := {(f, g) ∈ S × S : f = ±g}.

We define the mapping

L : S × S \ D −→ L,

such that for every (f, g) ∈ S×S\D, the line L(f, g) ∈ L is the unique great
circle in S that contains f and g. We also consider the set

D∆ := {(f, g) ∈ S∆ × S∆ : f = ±g},

and the mapping
L∆ : S∆ × S∆ \ D∆ −→ L∆,

such that for every (f, g) ∈ S∆ × S∆ \ D∆, the line L∆(f, g) is the unique
great circle in S∆ that contains f and g.

Lemma 21 Let F : M −→ N be a map between complex or real Rie-
mannian manifolds M,N . Let x, y ∈ M be two points in M . Assume that
there exist isometries h : M −→ M and h1 : N −→ N such that h(x) = y,
and the following formula holds:

h1 ◦ F = F ◦ h.

Then, NJxF = NJyF .
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Proof.– As h and h1 are isometries,

(NJF (x)h1)(NJxF ) = NJx(h1 ◦ F ) = NJx(F ◦ h) =

= (NJh(x)F )(NJxh) = (NJyF )(NJxh).

Now, NJF (x)h1 = NJxh = 1 and the lemma follows.

We prove the following lemma:

Lemma 22 Let Φ : L −→ R be an integrable mapping. Then, the following
formula holds:

∫
(f,g)∈S×S

Φ(L(f, g)) d(S × S)

ν[S]2
=

∫

L∈L
Φ(L) dL.

Proof.– The Coarea formula (see [Fed69, Mor88] or more recently [BCSS98])
applied to the differentiable mapping L : S × S \ D −→ L, yields:

∫

(f,g)∈S×S

Φ(L(f, g)) d(S × S) =

∫

L∈L
Φ(L)

∫

(f,g)∈L−1(L)

1

NJ(f,g)L
dL−1(L) dL. (2)

We check that the inner integral is a constant. In fact, let L1, L2 ∈ L be
two great circles, and let O ∈ O2N+2 be an orthogonal matrix such that
OL1 = L2. Consider the following isometry:

O ×O : S × S \ D −→ S × S \ D

(f, g) 7→ (Of,Og).

Then, (O × O)|L−1(L1) is an isometry between L
−1(L1) and L

−1(L2). The
Coarea Formula applied to this map yields:

∫

(f1,g1)∈L−1(L1)

1

NJ(f1,g1)L
dL−1(L1) =

=

∫

(f2,g2)∈L−1(L2)

1

NJ(O−1f2,O−1g2)L
dL−1(L2)

Now, let (f2, g2) ∈ L
−1(L2) be any point. Let f ′2 = O−1f2, g

′
2 = O−1g2 be

their respective pre-images by O. Observe that:

O ◦ L = L ◦ (O ×O), (O ×O)(f ′2, g
′
2) = (f2, g2).

Thus, from Lemma 21 the following equality holds:

NJ(f2,g2)L = NJ(f ′2,g
′

2)
L = NJ(O−1f2,O−1g2)L,

and we deduce that the inner integral in equation (2) is a constant. Applying
the same equation (2) to the map Φ ≡ 1, we deduce that the value of this
constant is ν[S]2, and the lemma follows.
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Proposition 23 Let Φ : L −→ R be an integrable mapping. Then, the
following formula holds:

∫
(f,g)∈S∆×S∆

Φ(L(∆f,∆g)) d(S∆ × S∆)

ν[S∆]2
=

∫

L∈L
Φ(L) dL.

Proof.– The result is an immediate consequence of Lemma 22, as ∆−1×∆−1

defines an isometry between S × S and S∆ × S∆.

Proposition 24 With the notation above, the following holds:
∫

S∆×S∆

τε(L∆(f, g))d(S∆ × S∆) ≤ ν∆[S∆]2
32π

c
ε2n3(n+ 1)N2Dd3/2,

where τε is the mapping introduced at Subsection 2.4 above.

Proof.– Observe that τε(L∆(f, g)) = τ(ε,L(∆f,∆g)), as defined in Subsec-
tion 2.5. From Proposition 23, the following equality holds:

∫

(f,g)∈S∆×S∆

τ(ε,L(∆f,∆g))d(S∆ × S∆) = ν∆[S∆]2
∫

L∈L
τ(ε, L)dL.

The inequality follows from Proposition 17.

4.2 From pairs of systems to fibers at zeros.

We consider now the product of the incidence variety V with S∆ and define
the two following projections:

π1 : S∆ × V −→ S∆ × S∆,

given by
π1(f, g, ζ) := (f, g), ∀f ∈ S∆, (g, ζ) ∈ V,

and
π2 : S∆ × V −→ IPn(C),

given by
π2(f, g, ζ) := ζ, ∀f ∈ S∆, (g, ζ) ∈ V.

So, we have the following fibrations:

S∆ × V S∆ × S∆ × IPn(C),

S∆ × S∆

-i

HHHHHHHj
π1

?
π1

S∆ × V S∆ × S∆ × IPn(C),

IPn(C)

-i

HHHHHHHj
π2

?
π2
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where i : S∆ × V −→ S∆ × S∆ × IPn(C) is the inclusion. Note that π1 =
Id× p1, where Id is the identity on S∆ and p1 is the projection introduced
in Subsection 2.2. On the other hand, π2 = p2 ◦π, where p2 is the projection
introduced in 2.2 and π is the projection from S∆ × V onto V . Hence, the
following statement is an immediate consequence of Proposition 13 above.

Proposition 25 With the notation above, the following equality holds for
every (f, g, ζ) ∈ S∆ × V :

NJ(f,g,ζ)π1

NJ(f,g,ζ)π2
=
NJ(g,ζ)p1

NJ(g,ζ)p2
= DET (g ◦ U, e0),

for any unitary matrix U ∈ Un+1 such that Ue0 = ζ.

The following statement follows from Proposition 25 and the Co-area
Formula (cf. [Fed69, Mor88]) as used in [SS93b] and [SS96], applied to the
previously described fibrations π1, π2.

Proposition 26 Let Φ : S∆×V −→ R+ be an integrable function. Assume
that Φ is invariant under the action of the unitary group Un+1 on S∆ × V .
Namely, for every (f, g, ζ) ∈ S∆ × V and for every U ∈ Un+1 the following
equality holds:

Φ(f, g, ζ) = Φ(f ◦ U−1, g ◦ U−1, Uζ).

Let I be the quantity given by the following identity:

I :=

∫

(f,g,ζ)∈S∆×V
Φ(f, g, ζ)NJ(f,g,ζ)π1dS∆dV.

Then, the two following equalities hold:

I =

∫

(f,g)∈S∆×S∆

∑

ζ∈V (g)

Φ(f, g, ζ)d(S∆ × S∆),

and

I = νIP [IPn(C)]

∫

f∈S∆

∫

g∈Ve0

Φ(f, g, e0)DET (g, e0)dVe0dS∆.

We apply this proposition as in Section 3 of [SS94]. First of all, the
following statement follows from Proposition 10.

Proposition 27 Let (f, g, ζ) ∈ S∆×V be a point such that the line L∆(f, g)
does not intersect Σ. Then, there is one and only one arc of p−1

1 (L∆(f, g))\
p−1
1 ({−g}) ⊆ V that contains the point (g, ζ).

We shall denote by L∆(f, g, ζ) this arc. We shall also denote:

χL′
ε
(L∆(f, g, ζ)) :=

{
1 if L∆(f, g, ζ) ∩ Σ′

ε 6= ∅
0 otherwise
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Proposition 28 With the notation above, the following holds:

νIP [IPn(C)]

∫

Ve0

Aε(g, e0)DET (g, e0)dVe0 ≤ 32π

c
ν∆[S∆]ε2n3(n+ 1)N2Dd3/2,

where for every g ∈ Ve0 , we define

Aε(g, e0) :=
1

ν∆[S∆]

∫

f∈S∆

χL′
ε
(L∆(f, g, e0))dS∆.

Proof.– First of all, observe that the following inequality holds:

τε(L∆(f, g)) ≥ τ gε (L∆(f, g)) =
∑

ζ∈V (g)

χL′
ε
(L∆(f, g, ζ)).

Thus, from Proposition 26, the following inequality also holds:

νIP [IPn(C)]

∫

Ve0

Aε(g, e0)DET (g, e0)dVe0 ≤
∫

S∆×S∆

τε(L∆(f, g))d(S∆ × S∆).

The statement follows from the inequality of Proposition 24.

4.3 From fibers at zeros to square matrices.

We recover the notations of Subsection 2.2. Let us assume that there exists
an index 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that di > 1 and let us consider the orthogonal
projection

π(d) : Ṽe0 −→ Le0 .

This induces an orthogonal projection (that we denote by the same symbol)

π(d) : Ve0 −→ B1
∆(Le0).

We also consider the mapping ψe0 defined in Subsection 2.2, and the
mapping

Π(d) := ψe0 ◦ π(d) : Ve0 −→ B1(Mn(C)),

Hence, the situation now is described by the following diagram

Ve0 B1
∆(Le0)

B1(Mn(C))

-
π(d)

@
@

@
@@R

Π(d)

?

ψe0
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With the notations introduced in Subsection 2.2, we have

Π(d)(g) = ∆(d)−1/2Te0g,

whereas Te0g = 0 for every g ∈ L⊥
e0 .

In particular, for every M ∈ Mn(C) such that ||M ||F = t ≤ 1, the
fiber Π−1

(d)(M) can be identified with the sphere in L⊥
e0 of radius (1 − t2)1/2.

Namely, we have

Π−1
(d)(M) = S

(1−t2)1/2

∆ (L⊥
e0) := {(1 − t2)1/2h : h ∈ L⊥

e0, ||h||∆ = 1}.

Moreover, observe that for every g ∈ Ṽe0, the following equality holds:

DET (g, e0) := det((Te0g)
∗(Te0g)) = Ddet((Π(d)(g))

∗(Π(d)(g))),

as det(∆(d))1/2) = D1/2.
As observed in [BCSS98], the normal jacobian of Π(d) at a point g ∈ Ve0

satisfies the following chain of equalities:

NJgΠ(d) = NJgπ(d) = (1 − ||π(d)(g)||2∆)1/2 = (1 − ||Π(d)(g)||2F )1/2,

provided that di > 1 for some i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then, the proposition below
follows from Proposition 28 above and the Coarea Formula applied to Π(d).

Proposition 29 Assume that there exists an index 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that
di > 1. With the notation above, the following inequality holds:

νIP [IPn(C)]ν∆[S1
∆(L⊥

e0)]

ν∆[S∆]

∫

B1(Mn(C))
det(M∗M)(1−||M ||2F )N−n2−nBε(M,e0)dMn(C)

≤ 32π

c
ε2n3(n+ 1)N2d3/2,

where ν∆[S1
∆(L⊥

e0)] is the volume of S1
∆(L⊥

e0) as a linear subspace of S∆, and

Bε(M,e0) :=
1

ν∆[S1
∆(L⊥

e0)]

∫

h∈S1
∆(L⊥

e0
)

Aε((1−||M ||2F )1/2h+ψ−1
e0 (M), e0)dS

1
∆(L⊥

e0).

Finally, using spherical coordinates we conclude:

Proposition 30 Assume that there exists an index 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that
di > 1. With the notation above, the following inequality holds:

∫ 1

0
(1 − t2)N−n2−nt2n

2+2n−1Kε(t, e0)dt ≤

≤ ν∆[S∆]

ν∆[S1
∆(L⊥

e0)]ν[S
1(H(1))]

32π

c
ε2n3(n+ 1)N2d3/2,

where

Kε(t, e0) =
νIP [IPn(C)]

ν[S1(H(1))]

∫

S1(Mn(C))
det(M∗M)Bε(tM, e0)dS

1(Mn(C)).
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4.4 From square matrices to underdetermined linear sys-

tems.

This subsection provides an alternative characterization of the quantity
Kε(t, e0) (Proposition 32 below). Observe that H(1) is endowed with the
usual Hermitian (Frobenius) product. Let V(1) := {(M,x) ∈ S1(H(1)) ×
IPn(C) : Mx = 0} be the incidence variety. For any matrix M ∈ H(1) of
rank equal to n, we consider the number:

B̃ε(t,M) := Bε(tTe0(MU), e0),

where U ∈ Un+1 is any unitary matrix such that MUe0 = 0 and Te0(MU)
is the restriction MU |e⊥0 . In other words, Te0(MU) is the square matrix
consisting of the last n columns of MU . The following lemma proves that
B̃ε is well defined.

Lemma 31 Assume that there exists an index 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that di >
1. Let M ∈ H(1) be a matrix, rank(M) = n, and let 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 be a
real positive number. Let U1, U2 ∈ Un+1 be two unitary matrices such that
MU1e0 = MU2e0 = 0. Then, the following equality holds:

Bε(tTe0(MU1), e0) = Bε(tTe0(MU2), e0).

Moreover, for every unitary matrix U ∈ Un+1 the following equality also
holds:

B̃ε(t,M) = B̃ε(t,MU).

Proof.– The second claim is an immediate consequence of the first one. As
for the first claim, observe that

Bε(tTe0(MU1), e0)

Bε(tTe0(MU2), e0)
=

∫
h∈Π−1

(d)
(tTe0 (MU1))

Aε(h, e0) d(Π
−1
(d)(tTe0(MU1)))

∫
h∈Π−1

(d)
(tTe0 (MU2))

Aε(h, e0) d(Π
−1
(d)(tTe0(MU2)))

. (3)

Let U := U−1
1 U2 ∈ Un+1 be the unitary matrix such that U1U = U2. Observe

that Ue0 = e0 ∈ IPn(C). Observe that the following mapping is an isometry:

Π−1
(d)(tTe0(MU1)) −→ Π−1

(d)(tTe0(MU2))

h 7→ h ◦ U.
Thus, from the Coarea Formula, the expression in equation (3) equals:

∫
h∈Π−1

(d)
(tTe0 (MU2))

Aε(h ◦ U−1, e0) d(Π
−1
(d)(tTe0(MU2)))

∫
h∈Π−1

(d)
(tTe0 (MU2))Aε(h, e0) d(Π

−1
(d)(tTe0(MU2)))

.

Now, Aε(h◦U−1, e0) = Aε(h◦U−1, Ue0) = Aε(h, e0) and the lemma follows.

The following proposition may be proved in the same manner as Propo-
sition 26 or following the arguments in [BCSS98].
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Proposition 32 Assume that there exists an index 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that
di > 1. Let ε > 0 be a positive real number, and let t > 0 be a positive
real number, 0 < t ≤ 1. Let Kε(t, e0) be as in Proposition 30. Then, the
following equality holds:

Kε(t, e0) =
1

ν[S1(H(1))]

∫

M∈S1(H(1))
B̃ε(t,M) dS1(H(1)).

Proof.– For any M ∈ Mn(C), let (0,M) ∈ H(1) be the matrix obtained by
adding to M a first column of zeros. We consider the following fibrations:

V(1) H(1) × IPn(C),

H(1)

-i

Q
Q

Q
Q

QQs
φ1

?
φ1

V(1) H(1) × IPn(C),

IPn(C)

-i

Q
Q

Q
Q

QQs
φ2

?

φ2

where i : V(1) −→ H(1) × IPn(C) is the inclusion, and φ1 : V(1) −→ H(1) and
φ2 : V(1) −→ IPn(C) are the canonical projections. Now, observe that the
value of the normal jacobians is known from Proposition 13, applied to the
particular case that (d) = (1, . . . , 1):

NJ((0,M),e0)φ1

NJ((0,M),e0)φ2
= det(MM∗),

for every nonsingular matrix M ∈ S1(Mn(C)). The Coarea Formula, as
used in Proposition 26, yields:

∫

M∈S1(H(1))
B̃ε(t,M) dS1(H(1)) =

νIP [IPn(C)]

∫

S1(Mn(C))

NJ((0,M),e0)φ1

NJ((0,M),e0)φ2
B̃ε(t, (0,M))dS1(Mn(C)),

Now, observe that B̃ε(t, (0,M)) = Bε(tM, e0) and the proposition follows.

5 The Last Straight-Line of the argument.

Let Y ⊆ R × C
N+1 be the set defined in the Introduction. For the sake of

readability, let us recall the definition of Y and G(d).

Y := [0, 1] ×B1(L⊥
e0) ×B1(H(1)).
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We assume Y is endowed with the product space probability. Let τ ∈ R
+

be the real number defined as

τ :=

√
n2 + n

N
.

Let us fix any mapping φ : H(1) −→ Un+1 such that for every matrix M ∈
H(1), φ(M) ∈ Un+1 is a unitary matrix such that Mφ(M)e0 = 0. Then, the
mapping G(d) : Y −→ Ve0 defined in the Introduction may also be defined
as follows: For every point (t, h,M) ∈ Y , G(d)(t, h,M) ∈ Ve0 equals

(
1 − τ2t

1
n2+n

)1/2 ∆−1h

‖h‖2
+ τt

1
2n2+2nψ−1

e0

(
Te0

(
M

‖M‖F
φ

(
M

‖M‖F

)))
.

Observe that G(d) is not defined in the case that M = 0 or h = 0. We are
dealing with probabilities, so we can just omit these probability zero cases.
This section is devoted to proving Theorem 6 at the Introduction.

In order to prove this theorem, we make use of the following technical
statements.

Lemma 33 Let f : [0, 1] −→ R+ be a positive real-valued measurable func-
tion and assume that for some positive integers M,p, the following inequality
holds. ∫ 1

0
(1 − t2)M tp−1f(t)dt ≤ H.

Then, for every positive real number t0 < 1, the following inequality also
holds:

(1 − t
2/p
0 )M

∫ t0

0
f(t1/p)dt ≤ pH.

Proof.– Observe that

p

∫ 1

0
(1 − t2)M tp−1f(t)dt =

∫ 1

0
(1 − t2/p)Mf(t1/p)dt.

Thus,

(1 − t
2/p
0 )M

∫ t0

0
f(t1/p)dt ≤

∫ t0

0
(1 − t2/p)Mf(t1/p)dt ≤ pH.

Corollary 34 Assume that there exists an index i ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that
di > 1. Then, following the notation above, the following inequality holds
for every positive real number t0 ∈ (0, 1):

(
1 − t

1
n2+n

0

)N−n2−n ∫ t0

0
Kε

(
t

1
2n2+2n , e0

)
dt ≤
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ν∆[S∆](2n2 + 2n)

ν∆[S1
∆(L⊥

e0)]ν[S
1(H(1))]

32π

c
ε2n3(n+ 1)N2d3/2,

where Kε is the function introduced at Proposition 30 above. Moreover, let

t0 :=

(
n2 + n

N

)n2+n

.

Then the following inequality holds:

1

t0

∫ t0

0
Kε

(
t

1
2n2+2n , e0

)
dt ≤ 104ε2n5N2d3/2.

Proof.– The first inequality is an immediate corollary of Proposition 30 and
Lemma 33. As for the second one, observe that

t0

(
1 − t

1
n2+n

0

)N−n2−n

=
(N − n2 − n)N−n2−n(n2 + n)n

2+n

NN
.

From sharp Stirling inequalities (cf. for example [Stă01]), this last quantity
is greater than [√

2πe1/6
√
n2 + n

(
N

n2 + n

)]−1

.

On the other hand,

ν∆[S∆]

ν∆[S1
∆(L⊥

e0)]ν[S
1(H(1))]

=
1

2n2 + 2n

(
N

n2 + n

)−1

,

and we obtain that

1

t0

∫ t0

0
Kε

(
t

1
2n2+2n , e0

)
dt ≤

√
2πe1/6

32π

c
ε2n7/2(n+ 1)3/2N2d3/2.

The corollary follows from the inequality

√
2πe1/632π ≤ 300,

using that (n+ 1)3/2 ≤ 3n3/2 for every positive integer n ∈ N.

We define now the function Ãε : Y −→ R+ given by:

Ãε(t, h,M) := Aε(G(d)(t, h,M), e0).

Then, Corollary 34 may be rewritten as follows.

Proposition 35 With the notation above, the following inequality holds:

EY [Ãε] ≤ 104ε2n5N2d3/2.
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Proof.– Let X be the following compact affine set:

X := [0, t0] × S1
∆(L⊥

e0) × S1(H(1)) ⊆ R × C
N+1,

endowed with the product Riemannian structure. Let G′
(d) : X −→ Ve0 be

the mapping defined as follows. For a point (t, h,M) ∈ X,

G′
(d)(t, h,M) := (1 − t

1
n2+n )1/2h+ t

1
2n2+2nψ−1

e0 (Te0(Mφ(M))).

From the definitions, Proposition 32 and Corollary 34, we obtain that

EX [Aε ◦G′
(d)] ≤ 104ε2n5N2d3/2.

(note the abuse of notation in the expression Aε ◦ G′
(d), in a more correct

way we should say Aε◦(G′
(d)×Ide0)). Now, let F : Y −→ X be the mapping

defined as follows:

F (t, h,M) :=

(
t0t,

∆−1h

‖h‖2
,

M

‖M‖F

)
.

Observe that G(d) = G′
(d) ◦F (hence, Ãε = Aε ◦G′

(d) ◦F ). Thus, the Coarea
Formula applied to F : Y −→ X yields

∫

y∈Y
Ãε(y) dY =

∫

x∈X
Aε ◦G′

(d)(x)

∫

y∈F−1(x)

1

NJyF
dF−1(x) dX.

Following a very similar argument to that in the proof of Lemma 22, we can
check that the inner integral is a constant and its value is

νY [Y ]

νX [X]
.

Thus, EY [Ãε] = EX [Aε ◦G′
(d)] and the proposition follows.

5.1 Proof of Theorem 6.

Recall the well known Markov’s Inequality, which states that for any random
variable Z:

Probability[Z ≥ a] ≤ E[Z]

a
.

From Proposition 35, for a random input (t, h,M) ∈ Y , with probability at
least 1 − (104n5N2d3/2)1/2ε, the following holds:

Aε(G(d)(t, h,M), e0) ≤ (104n5N2d3/2)1/2ε.
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Now, this result holds for every ε > 0. Thus, we may change each occur-
rence of ε by (104n5N2d3/2)−1/2ε. Hence, we have that for a random input
(t, h,M) ∈ Y , with probability at least 1 − ε, the following holds:

A(104n5N2d3/2)−1/2ε(G(d)(t, h,M), e0) ≤ ε.

Now, assume that g := G(d)(t, h,M) satisfies the formula above. We
prove that g is a ε-efficient pair. We recover the notations of Section 3. For
every f ∈ S∆, let

kf,g := 18d3/2 max
(h,z)∈L∆(f,g,e0)

{µnorm(h, z)}2.

Observe that from Theorem 20, the smallest integer greater than kf,g is an
upper bound for the number of steps necessary for the linear homotopy with
initial pair (g, e0).

Moreover, observe that the following equality holds:

ν∆[f ∈ S∆ : kf,g ≥ 18 · 104n5N2d3ε−2]

ν∆[S∆]
=

A(104n5N2d3/2)−1/2ε(g, e0) ≤ ε.

Hence, we have proved that for randomly chosen f ∈ S∆, with probability at
least 1−ε, the HD with initial pair (g, e0) performing 18·104n5N2d3ε−2 (the
smallest integer greater than this) homotopy steps finds an approximate zero
of f . Namely, g is a ε-efficient pair. This finishes the proof of the theorem.

6 From continuous to discrete estimations.

In this section we give a discrete version of Theorem 6 using techniques
of Geometry of Numbers and Real Semi-algebraic Geometry. As a con-
sequence, we obtain the proof of Theorem 8 at the Introduction. We will
follow the ideas of [CPM03, CMPSM02], although for our purposes the affine
estimates in these works are enough.

6.1 Technical statements from Semi-algebraic geometry.

Let M := (M0, . . . ,Mn) ∈ H(1) be a maximal rank matrix, with columns
M0, . . . ,Mn ∈ C

n. We define the vector v(M) := (v(M)0, . . . , v(M)n) ∈
C
n+1 as follows:

v(M)i :=





det(M1, . . . ,Mn) if i=0,

(−1)i det(M0, . . . ,M i−1,M i+1, . . . ,Mn) 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1,

(−1)n det(M0, . . . ,Mn−1) if i=n.
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(note the similarity of this definition and that of Plücker coordinates). Let
φ(M) be the matrix defined as follows. We apply the Gram-Schmidt pro-
cedure to the set of n + 1 complex vectors {v(M),M1, . . . ,Mn}, where
M1, . . . ,Mn are the rows of M . Let vM0 , vM1 , . . . , vMn be the resulting vectors.
Then, we define:

φ(M) := transpose



vM0
...
vMn


 ∈ Un+1.

Observe that for every maximal rank matrix M ∈ H(1), Mφ(M)e0 = 0.

Let W ⊆ R×C
N+1 be a subset definable as semi-algebraic subset under

the identification C ≡ R
2, such that W ⊆ B1

∞(0, 1) := {z ∈ R × C
N+1 :

‖z‖∞ ≤ 1}. We may consider the lattice Z
2N+3 ⊆ R × C

N+1, which is a
free module over Z of dimension 2N + 3. For every positive integer H, we
denote by NZ(W,H) the following number:

NZ(W,H) := ♯(W ∩ 1

H
Z

2N+3).

Let m ≥ 1 be any positive integer, and let {yi : 1 ≤ i ≤ m} ⊆ Y be a
finite collection of points of Y , where Y is the semi-algebraic set of Section
5. We may consider the discrepancy

D{y1,...,ym} :=

∣∣∣∣∣
1

m

m∑

i=1

Ãε(yi) − EY [Ãε]

∣∣∣∣∣ ,

where Ãε is as defined in Section 5. For every positive real number ε > 0
we consider the following subset of Y × S∆:

Rε := {((t, h,M), f) ∈ Y × S∆ : f 6= ±G(d)(t, h,M),

L∆(f,G(d)(t, h,M), e0) ∩ Σ′
ε 6= ∅} ⊆ Y × S∆,

where we use the notations of Subsection 4.2. For every positive real number
ε > 0 and for every f ∈ S∆, we consider the set Rε,f defined as follows:

Rε,f := {(t, h,M) ∈ Y : ((t, h,M), f) ∈ Rε} ⊆ Y.

The following lemma describes Rε as a semi-algebraically definable set. The
precise definitions required to understand it can be read in detail in [CPM03].
As a brief idea, observe that, for positive integers m,k, s, d′ ∈ N, a set
W ⊆ R

m+1 is a “k-projection of an (s, d′)-definable semi-algebraic set” if
there exists a semi-algebraic set definable with at most s equations of degree
d′, W ′ ⊆ R

k+m+1, such that W is the projection of W ′ onto R
m+1.
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Lemma 36 Assume there exists an i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, such that di ≥ 2. Then,
for every positive real number ε > 0 and for every element f ∈ S∆, the set
Rε,f is the k-projection of an (s,d’)-definable semi-algebraic set, where

k = 3n + 10,

s ≤ dO(nN3),

d′ ≤ dO(nN3).

Proof.– Observe that a point ((t, h,M), f) ∈ Y × S∆ is in Rε if and only if
the following property holds:

f 6= ±G(d)(t, h,M) (4)

and
∃ (s1, s2) ∈ S1(R), ζ ∈ S1(Cn+1) such that

(s1f + s2G(d)(t, h,M), ζ) ∈ L∆(f,G(d)(t, h,M), e0) and (5)

(s1f + s2G(d)(t, h,M), ζ) ∈ Σ′
ε, (6)

where we denote by the same symbol the point ζ ∈ S1(Cn+1) and the asso-
ciated point in IPn(C).

If we write g(s1, s2, t, h,M) := s1f + s2G(d)(t, h,M), the property (6) is
equivalent to

∃µ ∈ R : |µ| < ε2,

det(µIdn − ∆(d)−1/2Tζg(s1, s2, t, h,M)Tζg(s1, s2, t, h,M)∗∆(d)−1/2) = 0,

where Tζg(s1, s2, t, h,M) is the differential matrix of g(s1, s2, t, h,M) re-
stricted to ζ⊥ for some orthonormal basis. Equivalently, we may write the
property (6) as follows.

∃µ ∈ R : |µ| < ε2,

det(µIdn − ∆(d)−1/2dζg(s1, s2, t, h,M)dζg(s1, s2, t, h,M)∗∆(d)−1/2) = 0,

so that we have eliminated the dependence on the orthogonal space ζ⊥.
This is due to the fact that the singular values of dζg(s1, s2, t, h,M) and
Tζg(s1, s2, t, h,M) are equal.

Observe that for any sequence of positive real numbers λ1, . . . , λn, the
following equality holds:

φ



λ1M1

...
λnMn


 = φ(M). (7)

We consider the following sequence of real positive numbers:

λ0 := 1
‖v(M)‖2

,

λ1 := 1
‖M1−〈M1,vM

0 〉vM
0 ‖2

,

...
λn := 1

‖Mn−
Pn−1

i=1 〈Mn,vM
i 〉vM

i ‖2
.
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Then, from equation (7), the vectors vM0 , . . . , vMn defining φ(M) satisfy the
following equalities:

vM0 = λ0v(M),
vM1 = λ1(M1 − 〈M1, v

M
0 〉vM0 ),

...

vMn = λn(Mn −
∑n−1

i=1 〈Mn, vi〉vi).

Hence, we can express every coordinate of vMk as a polynomial on these
variables, of degree at most 22k(n+ 1), and every element of φ(M) may be
expressed as a polynomial of degree at most 22n(n+1). Moreover, for every
t ∈ [0, 1], we consider points (t1, t2) ∈ S1(R), and l1, l2 ∈ R such that:

t2 =

(
n2 + n

N

)1/2

t
1

2n2+2n , l1 :=
1

‖h‖2
, l2 :=

1

‖M‖F
.

Then, we can write:

g(s1, s2, t, h,M) = s1f + s2
[
t1l1∆

−1h+ t2ψ
−1
e0 (Te0(l2Mφ(M)))

]
.

Thus, every coefficient of g(s1, s2, t, h,M) can be expressed as a polynomial
of degree at most 22n+1(n+ 1) on the variables

t1, t2, s1, s2, l1, l2, λ0, . . . , λn,M, h.

Hence, the corresponding expression for the elements of dζg(s1, s2, t, h,M)
is a polynomial of degree at most 22n+1(n+ 1)d on the variables above plus
the variables of ζ. We deduce that the equality

det(µIdn − ∆(d)−1/2dζg(s1, s2, t, h,M)dζg(s1, s2, t, h,M)∗∆(d)−1/2) = 0,

can be expressed as a polynomial of degree at most 22n+2(n + 1)2d on the
variables µ, s1, s2, t1, t2, l1, l2, h,M, λ0, . . . , λn, ζ. Moreover, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
λi satisfies a polynomial equality in the variables of M of degree at most
22n+1(n+ 1). We conclude that condition (6) may be written as

∃µ ∈ R : µ2 < ε4, (P1 = 0),

where P1 is a polynomial of degree bounded by 22n+2(n+1)2 in the variables
above.

With respect to the condition (4), observe that it is equivalent to the
fact that the rank of the two row matrix consisting of the coefficients of
f and G(d)(t, h,M) is 2. That is an inequality of degree also bounded by
22n+2(n+ 1)2.

As for condition (5), from [BPR98] the fact that (g(s1, s2, t, h,M), ζ) ∈
L∆(f,G(d)(t, h,M), e0), may be expressed as a semi-algebraic condition with

dO(nN3)
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polynomials of degree at most

dO(nN3).

The lemma follows.

Lemma 37 Assume there exists an i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, such that di ≥ 2. With
the notations as above, for any collection of points {yi : 1 ≤ i ≤ m} ⊆ Y ,
the following inequality holds.

D{y1,...,ym} ≤
1

ν∆[S∆]

∫

f∈S∆

∣∣∣∣∣
1

m

m∑

i=1

χRε(yi, f) − νY [Rε,f ]

νY [Y ]

∣∣∣∣∣ dS∆.

Proof.– First, observe that for every (t, h,M) ∈ Y ,

Ãε(t, h,M) =
1

ν∆[S∆]

∫

f∈S∆

χL′
ε
(L∆(f,G(d)(t, h,M), e0))dS∆ =

1

ν∆[S∆]

∫

f∈S∆

χRε((t, h,M), f)dS∆.

Thus, D{y1,...,ym} equals

1

ν∆[S∆]

∣∣∣∣∣
1

m

m∑

i=1

∫

f∈S∆

χRε(yi, f)dS∆ −
∫

y∈Y

∫

f∈S∆

χRε(y, f)dS∆ dY

∣∣∣∣∣ .

From Fubini Theorem, this last quantity equals

1

ν∆[S∆]

∣∣∣∣∣

∫

f∈S∆

(
1

m

m∑

i=1

χRε(yi, f) −
∫

y∈Y
χRε(y, f) dY

)
dS∆

∣∣∣∣∣ ,

and the lemma follows.

The following technical lemma follow from Corollary 11 of [CPM03] and
Lemma 36.

Lemma 38 Assume there exists an i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, such that di ≥ 2. Let
H ≥ (2N+3)2 be a positive integer. Let k, s, d′ be the numbers of Lemma 36.
With the notations above, the following inequality holds for every f ∈ S∆:

∣∣NZ(Rε,f ,H) − νY [Rε,f ]H
2N+3]

∣∣ ≤ dO(n2N3).

Observe that Corollary 11 of [CPM03] also yields:

∣∣NZ(Y,H) − νY [Y ]H2N+3
∣∣ ≤ 122N+4H2N+2.
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Lemma 39 Let A,B,C,D,α1, α2 be real positive numbers such that the
following inequalities hold.

|A−B| ≤ α1, |C −D| ≤ α2, |A| ≤ |C|.

Then, the following inequality also holds:
∣∣∣∣
A

C
− B

D

∣∣∣∣ ≤
α1 + α2

|D| .

The result below follows from lemmas 38 and 39.

Lemma 40 Assume there exists an i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, such that di ≥ 2. Let
H ≥ (2N + 3)2 be a positive integer, and let f ∈ S∆. With the notations
above, ∣∣∣∣

NZ(Rε,f ,H)

NZ(Y,H)
− νY [Rε,f ]

νY [Y ]

∣∣∣∣ ≤
1

H

dO(n2N3) + 122N+4

νY [Y ]
.

In particular, ∣∣∣∣
NZ(Rε,f ,H)

NZ(Y,H)
− νY [Rε,f ]

νY [Y ]

∣∣∣∣ ≤
dO(n2N3)

H
.

6.2 Proof of Theorem 8.

Theorem 8 at the Introduction is a consequence of Corollary 42 in this
subsection.

Corollary 41 Assume there exists an i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, such that di ≥ 2. Let
H ≥ (2N + 3)2 be a positive integer. The following inequality holds:

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

1

NZ(Y,H)

∑

y∈Y ∩ 1
H

Z2N+3

Ãε(y) − EY [Ãε]

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤ dO(n2N3)

H
.

In particular, let δ(ε) := (104n5N2d3/2)1/2ε be this positive number. Then,
there exists a universal constant C > 0 such that if

H ≥ dCn
2N3

H1,

for some positive real number H1 ≥ 1, the following inequalities hold:

1

NZ(Y,H)

∑

y∈Y ∩ 1
H

Z2N+3

Ãε(y) ≤ δ(ε)2 +
1

H1
,

and

1

NZ(Y,H)
♯

{
y ∈ Y ∩ 1

H
Z

2N+3 : Ãε(y) ≥ δ(ε)

}
≤ δ(ε) +

1

δ(ε)H1
.
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Proof.– Immediate from lemmas 37 and 40. The second inequality follows
from the estimation

EY [Ãε] ≤ δ(ε)2,

obtained in Proposition 35. The last inequality is again a consequence of
Markov’s Inequality.

Let Y H := Y ∩ 1
HZ

2N+3 be the set defined in the Introduction. Corollary
41 then becomes the following statement:

Corollary 42 Assume there exists an i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, such that di ≥ 2. Let
ε > 0 be a real positive number. With the notations as above, there exists a
universal constant C > 0 such that if

log2H ≥ CnN3log2d+ h1,

for some positive real number h1 > 0, then the following inequality holds:

1

♯(Y H)
♯{y ∈ Y H : Ã(104n5N2d3/2)−1/2ε(y) ≥ ε} ≤ ε+

1

ε2h1
.

Proof.– We change each occurrence of ε in Corollary 41 by (104n5N2d3/2)−1/2ε,
as in Subsection 5.1.

Observe that Theorem 8 is an immediate consequence of this Corollary
42. In fact, it suffices to choose h1 = 2 log2 ε

−1, and follow the steps of the
proof of Theorem 6 (cf. Subsection 5.1).
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